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To aZZ whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, Rn'rLow ROLKERR, a 

“citizen of the United States, residing at 
Oakland, the county of Alameda and 

5 P. ‘e of California, have invented new and 
us! 'ul Improvements in Fluid-Compressors, 
or" which the following is a speci?cation. 
This invention relates to a fluid com. 

pressor of the rotary type. ‘ 
it is the principal object of this inven 

tion to provide a machine for compressing 
?uids and liquids, which is compact in its 
de i,‘ may be ado.‘ ted for compressing a 
iiuid to a desired number of atmospheres, 
and which is composed of but two movable 
parts adapted to rotate within the case of 
he compressor and to continuously operate 
0 gradually raise the pressure of the ?uid 

‘ casing therethrough. 
.‘nother object of this invention is to 

provide a rotary ?uid compressor composed 
of few parts which may be readily inter 
changed 5111C. repaired, when desired, and 
winch are assembled and driven in a man 
ner to eliminate the major portion of wear, 
due to the movement of its rotors. 
Further objects will appear hereinafter. 
The present invention contemplates the 

‘use of a ?xed outer casing and a pair of 
inter-meshing runners having convolute 

in 1+ r 

walls. one of said runners rotating concen 
' with the horizontal axis of the case 
e other rotating eccentrically thereto, 

\. relative movement between the 
..: will be eilected and a fluid pro 

transt'erred from the outer an— 
chamber of the casing and corn 

ed to pass around a central eduction 

40 The invention is illustrated by way of 
1 ale in the accompanying drawings, in 

‘W 1 ‘ll— 

l is a view in transverse vertical 
, on, disclosing the vital elements of the 

compressor at a point in the cycle of opera 
tion of the rotor at which a fluid is being 
drawn into the machine. 

7 '. 2 is a view similar to that disclosed 
' 1, showing the rotor as having ad 

llalf revolution and at point of 

45 

the machine as seen on the line 8—-3 of 
Fig. 2. 

Fig. 4 is a view of the compressor in 
horizontal section as seen on the line 4—4 
of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 5 is a view in elevation illustrating 
the eccentrically moving runner as disasse 
ciated from the case. 

Fig. 6 is a view in elevation illustrating 
the concentrically moving runner as disas 
sociated from the compressor. 

Fig. 7 is a view in perspective further 
illustrating the detailed construction or" the 
runner disclosed in Fig. 5. 

10 indicates the casing of the compressor 
and is here shown as being formed of end 
plates 11 and 12 which are bolted to an 
annular wall 13, interposed therebetween. 
The end plates are formed with outwardly 
extending feet which provide a base by 
which the compressor may be fixed as de 
sired. Preferably the plates have an upper 
semicircular portion concentric with the 
annular wall 13 for which they form oppo 
site ends. Bearings lei are formed upon the 
outer sides of the two plates and are con 
centrically disposed in relation to the in~ 
closing wall 13. These bearings are con 
centricauy threaded to receive stur'ling 
boxes 15 by which eduction pipes 16 are se 
cured at the opposite sides of the casing. 

Central, annular bores 17 are formed 
through the bearings and concentric there— 
with. The hubs 18 of disks 19 and 20 are 
rotatably disposed within the bearings and 
are vtinrther supported by antifriction bear~ 
ings 2-1. The disks 19 and 20 are circular 
and concentric with their hubs which, as 
shown in the drawings, are shown as tubu 
lar. Upon the smooth parallel adjacent 
‘faces of the disks are formed convolute 
grooves 22. These grooves are of the con 
figuration shown in Fig. 6 of the drawings 
where it will be seen that they form a con 
tinuous convolute spiral extending from a 
point adjacent to the rotatable axis or" the 
disks to a point near their outer circumfen 
ence. These grooves are adapted to receive 
a convolutely wound vane 23 which corre 
sponds in con?guration to the grooves and 
rests with its opposite edges seated within 
the grooves. This vane is comparatively 
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thin in thickness and is ?xed between the 
two disks 19 and 20 and within the grooves 
by means of disk bolts 24: distributed at in 
tervals around the circumference of the two 
disks. 

It is to be noted that the disks 19 and 20 
are adapted to rotate concentrically of the 
horizontal aXiS of the casing. The rotation 
of the unit comprising the disks 19~and 20 
and the vane 23 is effected by gears 25 and 
26 secured upon a drive shaft 27 and par— 
ticularly shown in Fig. a of the drawing. 
This shaft is journaled within the opposite 
end walls of the casing and is disposed on a 
line below the horizontal axis of the case. 
The gears 25-and 26 are in constant mesh 
with gear teeth formed around the periph 
ery of each of the disks 19 and 20 and the 
?oating member. 
Mounted between the end disks 19 and 20 

isan eccentrically moving runner which is 
supported in a ?oating manner in relation 
to the concentrically moving runner com 
prising the two disks and the vane 23. This 
eccentric runner is particularly disclosed 
in Figs. 5 and ‘T of the drawings, where 
it will be seen to comprise a pair of cir 
cular end “walls 28 and 29 cast integral 
with a convolute vane 30. The wall of this 
vane is of greater thickness than the wall of 
the vane 23, as shown by comparison in 
Fig. 3. This vane is inclosed by a cylin 
drical wall 31, with which it is united at 
its outer end. ‘The outer diameter of the, 
wall 31 is considerably less than the outer 
diameters of the side flanges 28 and 29 
formed integral therewith. This provides 
an annular air space between the two ?anges 
and around the wall. 

Transversely extending cooling ?ns are 
formed integral with the flanges 28 and 29 
and are distributed around the annular wall 
31, being arranged radially in “relation 
thereto. A series of large perforations 33 
is formed through the walls of the ?anges 
to accommodate the clamping bolts 24: of 
the disks 19 and 20 and also to allow these 
disks to have relative movement in relation 
to the flanges without limitation thereby. 
An examination of Figs. 1 and 2 will dis 
close the utility of the enlarged perforations 
33 and the manner in which the bolts 24: are 
allowed free movement within the perfora 
tions. 

Referring more particularly to Figs. .1 
and 2, it will be seen that the cylindrical 
wall 31 of the eccentric runner not only cir 
cumscribes the vane 30 but also incloses the 

This 
forms a cylindrical compression chamber 
within which two convolute runners are dis 
posed'and are arranged in eccentric inter 
meshing relation to. each other. As previ 
ously stated, the concentric runner A is 
driven by gears 25 and 26 and a drive shaft 
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27. This same thing is true oi’ the eccen 
tric runner, although this runner is permit 
.ted to float within the casing, being held 
in its eccentric posit-ion by these gears. 
In order to maintain the two runners in 

proper relation to each other idler gears 35 
and 36 are disposed upon a shaft 37, lying in 
the same horizontal plane with the drive 
shaft 27 and upon the diametrically oppo 
site side of the casing within which it is 
mounted. Thus it will be inferred that the 
two runners A and B will have uniform 
movement in relation to each other and 
their common drive shaft. The disposition 
of these gears also limits the floating move 

70 

80 
ment of the runner B to a vertical plane. 
while allowing it to continuously rotate in 
synchronism with the runner is; it being 
understood that the relative movement n; 
tween the two runners is effected by the ec 
centric disposition of the vane 30 in rela 

' tion to the concentrically arranged vane 
An induction port- 38 is formed through 

the cylindrical wall 13 of the case and com 
municates with an annular chamber formed 
by the case and the cylindrical wall or" the 
runner B. This wall of the runner is formed 
with openings at equal intervals around its 
circumference and thus allows the air to 
pass into the cylindrical chamber within the 
runner l3. ll'lhen the runner B receives the 
fluid through its cylindrical wall it imme 
diately proceeds to advance this volume of 
fluid between the vanes of the two runners 
as they rotate and thus progressively com 
press the fluid as it is carried to the center 
of the runner A and allowed to pass out 
through the oduction pipes 16 in communi 
cation with the tubular hubs of the runner 
disks 19 and 20. 
In operation, the machine is assembled, as 

particularly disclosed in the drawings and 
its drive shaft 27 provided with suitable 
power for rotation. As this shaft rotates 
in the direction of the arrow {4, as shown 
inv Figs. 1 and 2, it will cause the runners 
A and B to. rotate in the direction oi2 the 
arrow 6 in the same figures. Due to the 
fact that the runner ii is provided with 
?xed hubs, it will rotate continuously upon 
a single horizontal axis. as driven by the 
drive shaft 27 and its gears. At the same 
time that the runner A is rotating concen 
trically, the drive shaft ant gears will re 
tate the runner B eccentrically. 
An examination of Figs. 1 and 2 will dis 

close the fact that the pitch of the convo 
lute vanes is equal and that the extreme 
space between these vanes in their overlap 
ping position is equal to the combined 
thickness of the vane 23 and the vane 30. 
Furthermore, due to the eccentric disposi 
tion of the vane 30 in relation to the vane 
23, a series or" crescent shaped pockets will 
be formed between the vanes at all times. 
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T he two vanes thus form a series of pockets 
of reduced capacity as they approach the 
axis of the runners and reach the central 
compartment where they are in communi 
cation with the eduction pipes. 
As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, a termination 

pocket C is formed by the cylindrical outer 
wall of the runner B and a portion of the 
?rst convolution of its vane 30. The pocket ‘ 
thus formed is closed by the outer end of 
the vane 23 which continuously moves con 
centric with the axis of the machine. I.Vhen 
the vane 23 is in contact with the inner sur 
face of the wall 31 a second crescent-shaped 
compartment D will be formed by portions 
of the two vanes. This compartment will 
be terminated by contact of the two vanes 
at a point along the vertical axis of the cas_ 
ing. After reaching this point the two 
vanes will again separate to form a com 
partment E of reduced volume. This com 
partment is followed by a compartment F, 
after which a smaller compartment G oc 
curs. In the present instance a compart 
ment H, of smaller volume than any of the 
preceding ones, is formed and this in turn 
communicates with a central chamber I in 
direct communication with the eduction 
pipes 16 extending through the opposite 
hubs of the disks 19 and 20. 
Assuming that the compartment 0 is ?lled 

with a ?uid and that the two runners are 
rotating at constant speed, it will be evi 
dent that the half rotation of the two run 
ners will transfer the fluid progressively 
from the position of the compartment 0 into 
that occupied by the compartment 1).. The 
relation of the two vanes, after the runners 
have rotated a half of a revolution, is par 
ticularly shown in Fig. 2. A comparison 
of this View with the preceding one will 
disclose the fact that due to the eccentricity 
of the two convolute runners the vane 30 
will have moved vertically and downwardly 
until it has encountered the upper face of 
the vane 23. This movement will separate 
the outer end of the vane 23 from the inn-er 
surface of the cylindrical wall 31 of the run 
ner B and allow direct communication be 
tween the compartment C and the compart 
ment D. This change in. relation between 
the two vanes will cause the ?uid to be 
forced from between the portion of the com~ 
partments at the left-hand side of the ver— 
tical axis of the machine and into the ad 
jacent compartment which is of reduced ca 
pacity. 

Continuous operation of the machines will 
eventually transfer the fluid originally in 
the compartment C through the compart 
ments D, E, F, G and H successively and 
into the central compartment I. In the 
event of each transfer the ?uid will be 
forced into a compartment of smaller ca 
pacity and compressed. It will thus be seen 

8 

that with the device here disclosed a grad 
ual compression will be effected which might 
be termed a six-stage compression. It will 
be manifest that continuous rotation of the 
two runners will cause them to rotate at the 
same rate of speed and will effect a relative 
movement of the two vanes which will con 
tinuously compress a ?uid passing therebe 
tween. . 

It will thus be seen that the compressor 
here disclosed is composed of few elements, 
simple in construction, which are not sub 
jected to excessive wear, and which will op 
erate in a continuous manner and without 
objectionable vibration to continuously and 
progressively compress a ?uid. 

lVhile I have shown the preferred con 
struction of my ?uid compressor as now 
known to me, it will be understood that va 
rious changes in the combination, construc 
tion and arrangement of parts may be made 
by those skilled in the art without depart 
in 1 from the spirit of my invention. 
%onsideration of the device here shown 

will disclose the fact that the structure em 
bodied in the present invention may be read 
ily adapted for use as a pump, in which case 
the ?uid or liquid passing therethrough will 
not be con?ned in its course of travel but 
will be forced along the volute channel by 
the action of the volute vane operating 
therein. ' 

Having thus described'my invention, what 
I claim and desire to secure by Letters Pat 
ent is 

1. In a ?uid compressor, a pair of volute 
vanes disposed about a single shaft, a‘ means 
for rotating one of said vanes concentric 
with the shaft and the other of said vanes 
eccentric thereto, whereby the two vanes will 
cooperate to force a volume of ?uid along 
and between their convolutions and to the 
center thereof. 

2. In a ?uid compressor, a rotatable run 
ner having a ?xed axis, a second ‘rotatable 
runner having a floating axis, and means 
whereby relative change of position of the 
two runners during their rotation will cause 
a ?uid passing thcrebetween to be' com~ 
pressed. 

'3. In a ?uid compressor, an outer casing. 
bearings in the opposite ends thereof, a 
runner supported to rotate by said bearings 
and upon a single axis, a second runner dis 
posed within the case and adapted to rotate 
upon a‘ ?oating axis, and means for con 
stantly rotating both of said runners irre 
spective of the change of position therebe 
tween. 

ll. A ?uid compressor comprising a circu 
lar casing, a runner supported therein to 
constantly rotate upon the axis of the eas 
ing, a volute vane forming a part of said 
runner and disposed with its axis concentric 
thereto, a second runner having a floating 
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axis, and means whereby relative movement 
may be effected between the two runners to 
cause a fluid to be progressively forced along 
and between the convolutions of the vane, 
whereby it will be compressed and. will be 
allowed to escape at the axis thereof; , 

5. A ?uid compressor comprising an in» 
closing case, a runner therein and rotatably 
supported thereby, a volute vane having a 

plurality of convolutions and’ forming part of said runner, the spaces at the sides 
of said vane being closed, floating run 
ner having a cylindrical "u all Cll‘CUl11SC1‘ll~ 
ing the volute vane, means for simultane 
ously rotating the two runners in ‘a‘singlc 
direction, and means whereby relative trans 
verse movement may be eilected between 
the runners to force a fluid along and be 
tween the convolutions of said volute vane 
and thereby compress it to l e emitted from 
an eduction port at the center of the ?rst 
named runner V 

6. A fluid compressor comprising a cas 
ing having an induction port through the 
wall thereof, a concentrically rotating run_ 
ner inclosed within said casing and sup 
ported by bearings at the opposite ends 
thereof, said runner comprising a pair of 
spaced circular dislzs,'a volute vane having 
a- plurality oi~ convolutions and secured be 

tween the dislzs and concentric with the an thereof, a ?oating runner having a c l' ' 

cal wall inclosing the vane of the ?r 
runner and disposed between the one 
thereof, induction ports through sai 

?oating runnerv and extending with its con 
volutions between the convolutions oi‘ the 
first named runner, and means whereby rota 
tion of the two runners at a single speed 
andrin a single direction will effect relative 
movement between the two volute vanes and 
thereby progressively transmit volumes‘ of a 
?uid Jfrom the casing along and between the 
vanes to the center thereof, and eduction 

con 

centrically rotating runner i'or allowing the 
escape of the fluid compressed between the 
runner vanes. 

7. In a fluid compressor, a pair of rota 
table runners, a casing inclosing said run 
.ners, means whereby one runner will be 
adapted to rotate concentrically with’ the 
axis of the casing, means for supporting the 
other runner in a ?oating position in relation 
to said concentrically rotating runner, means 7 
for simultaneously driving the runners in a 
continuous direction and at sin 
respective of the change of position of the 
?oating runner to the concentric runner, 
and means whereby the ‘two runners will 
have relative movement in relation to each 
other and will thereby compress a ?uid pass 
ing therebetween. ' ‘ ' 

le speed in’ 
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8. In a fluid compressor, a casing, sets of 
gear pinions rotatably secured within said 
casing and upon diametrically opposite sides 
thereof, a pair of intermeshing runners dis 
posed within the casing and between the 
pinions, gears formed around the periph 
cries of said runners and in mesh with said 
pinions, and means whereby one of said 
runners will be provided with a vertical 
floating movement while rotated continu 
ously with the otherrunner and at the same 
soeed. 

9. A fluid compressor comprising a case, 
a concentrically rotating runner tierein, 
said runner consisting ofa pair of circular 
d s spaced in relation to each other and 
journaled in the opposite ends of the case, 
a volute vane positioned between the disks 
and concentric with the axis thereof, bolts 
clamping the said disks together to bind 
the vane, a ?oating runner circumscribing 
the volute vane and disposed between the 
disks, means whereby said runner may have 
movement in relation to the concentrically 
rotating runner without obstruction from 
the clamping bolts thereof, and means 
whereby continuous rotation of the two run 
ners at a single speed will e?’ect a move 
ment of the ?oating runner and cause air to 
be forced inwardly along the volute vane to 
be compressed thereby. 

10. ln a device of the character described, 
an outer case comprising a cylindrical wall, 
end plates bolted to the opposite sides of 
said wall forming an inclosed compartment, 
and circular recesses formed by the wall and 
upon diametrically opposite sides ‘of toe 
axis thereof for receiving operating gears. 

11. In av device of the character ‘described, 
a runner comprising a pair of separate cir 
ular end ‘plates, tubular hubs extending op 
iositely from said plates and concentric 
therewith, volute grooves formed in the ad 
jacent faces of the plates, a volute vane 
adapted to seat within said grooves to form 
a ‘continuous volute compression chamber 
having a series of convolutions,‘ a series ‘of 
gear teeth formec , around the peripheries of 
said plates, and driving gears adapted to 
produce rotation of the runner so formed. 

12.v in a device of the character described, 
a ?oating runner comprising a cylindrical 
wall having ports formed through it and 
distributed therearound, a volute vane in 
closed by said wall and extending through 
out a series of convolutions, parallel spaced 
?anges extending from the wall, and gear 
teeth formed around the peripheries of said 
flanges to afford driving means for the 
runner. , a 

13. in a device of the character described, 
a ?oating runner comprising a cylindrical 
wall having ports formed through it and 
distributed therearound, a volute vane in 
closed by said wall and extending through 
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out series of convolutions, parallel spaced 
?anges extending the wall, and radially 
extending cooling fins disposed between the 
?anges and spaced at intervals around the 
wall of the runner. ' 

14. In a device of the character described, 
a ?oating runner comprising a cylindrical 
wall having ports formed through it and 
distributed therearound, a volute vane in 
closed by said wall and extending through 
out a series of convolutions, and parallel 
spaced ?anges extending from the wall 
having enlarged openings through which 
bolts may extend in relation to which the 
runner is movable. . 

15. An air compressor comprising a cir~ 
cular case, a concentrically rotating runner 
inclosed within said case and wi'hin which 
a volute passageway is formed, ?oatable 
runner having a circumferential wall cir 
eumscribing the volute portion of the con 
centric runner, and a volute vane forming 
a part of the ?oatable runner and extend 
ing along the volute passageway of the con 
centric runner. 

16. An air compressor comprising a cir 
cular case, a concentrically rotating run 
ner inclosed within said case and within 
which a volute passageway is formed, a 
?oatable runner having a circumferential 
wall circum cribing the volute portion of 
the concentric runner, a volute vane form 
ing a part of the ?oatable runner and ex 
tending along the volute passageway of the 
concentric runner, means for simultaneously 
rotating both of said runners, and means 
whereby the volute vane of the ?oating 
runner will be caused to move radially 
back and forth across the volute passageway 
of the concentric runner whereby a series 
of alternately occurring compression cham 
bers will be formed within the volute pas 
sageway. 

17. An air compressor comprising a cir 
cular case, a concentrically rotating run 
ner inclosed within said case and within 
which a volute passageway is formed, a 
?oatable runner having a circumferential 
wall circumscribing the volute portion of 
the concentric runner, a- volute vane f rming 
a part of the ?oatable runner and extending 
along the volute passageway of the concen 
tric runner, means for simultaneously ro 
tating both- of said runners, and means 
whereby the volute vane of the ?oating 
runner will continuously change position 
in relation to the walls of the volute pas 
sageway along which it extends to pro 
gressively force volumes of a ?uid there 
along to be emitted from the inner end of 
the passageway. 

18. A ?uid compressor, comprising a sta 
tionary casing having an induction port 
through the wall thereof, a concentrically 
rotating runner within the casing having a 

plurality of disks supporting a volute vane, 
a volute ?oating vane intersticed with the 
first named vane, a cylindrical wall inclos 
ing both of said vanes and formed integral 
with the terminating end of the ?oating 
vane, means for driving said vanes in syn~ 
chronism, and means for maintaining the 
?oating vane in eccentric relation to the 
concentric vane. 

19. A ?uid compressor, comprising a sta— 
tionary casing having an induction port 
through the wall thereof, a concentrically 
rotating runner within the casing having 
a plurality of disks supporting a volute 
vane, a volute ?oating vane intersticed with 
the ?rst named vane, a cylindrical wall 
inclcsing both of said vanes and formed 
integral with the terminating end of the 
?oating vane, ?anges about the periphery 
of said wall, connecting means between said 
?anges and disks whereby radial movement 
of said ?oating member in relation to said 
concentric member is permitted, means for 
rotating said members in synchronism, and 
means for maintaining said ?oating mem 
ber eccentrically of the concentric member. 

20. A ?uid compressor, comprising a sta 
tionary casing having an induction port 
through the wall thereof, a concentrically 
rotating runner within the casing having 
a plurality of disks supporting a volute 
vane, volute ?oating vane intersticed 
with the first named vane, a cylindrical 
wall inclosing both of said vanes and 
formed integral with the terminating end 
of the ?oating vane, ?anges about the pe 
riphery of said wall, connecting means be— 
tween said ?anges and disks whereby radial 
movement of said ?oating member in rela 
tion to said concentric member is permitted, 
gear teeth about the peripheries of said 
disks and ?anges, driving gears mounted 
on the inner wall of said stationary casing 
and adapted to mesh with said gear teeth, 
and means for limiting the radial move 
ment of said ?oating member within a ver 
tical plane. 

21. A ?uid compressor, comprising a sta 
tionary casing having an induction port 
through the wall thereof. a concentrically 
rotating runner within the casing having 
a plurality of disks supporting a volute 
vane, a volute ?oating vane intersticed with 
the ?rst named vane, a cylindrical wall in— 
closing both of said vanes and formed 
integral with the terminating end of the 
?oating vane, ?anges about the periphery 
of said wall, connecting means between said 
?anges and disks whereby radial movement 
of said ?oating member in relation to said 
concentric member is permitted, gear teeth 
about the peripheries of said disks and 
?anges, driving gears mounted on the in 
ner wall of said stationary casing and 
adapted to mesh with said gear teeth, and 
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idler gears mounted similar to the driving set my hand in the presence of two sub 

geiars andh disposed diametricaflly ctihereof scribing Witnesses. 
w ereby t e eccentric re ation 0 sai ?oat 
ing member with relation to the concentric RETLOW ROLKERR' 
member is maintained Within a vertical Witnesses: 
plane. 7 JOHN H. HERBING, 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto W. W. HEALEY. 


